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The Band

Funknroll 
Colorful, fun, wild 

Lovin’ is livin’!



About DTR 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0_0FS1huHc

“Down The River” 
Different vibe from all the other songs. 

“I started writing DTR while reflecting on the 
invasive power of anxiety on a train ride home from 

work. I felt overpowered by the noise all around and 
inside me. I was reflecting on my daily struggle to find 

inner peace and quiet.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0_0FS1huHc


A middle-aged man who dreams of becoming an 
astronaut goes on an adventure of finding a falling 
meteorite. 

Sing in a space you can’t sing. Be a person you can’t be. 

Excluded and escaped from reality

Theme



moody

isolated absurd

innocent



Main Character 
We will cast a middle-aged man to perform in the music video. 
Specifically looking for a tired and psychic look.

An astronaut who never goes to space. 
A tired man who has been watched and judged by 
others. 
A child who has a simple dream. 

Absurd. Weird. Psycho. 



Band members

They are part of his journey 
His guardian and guidance 

They are all “astronauts”. 
  



Cinematography 

4:3 
Film look 
Mostly on stick or dolly. Less handheld. 
Combined with VHS tape (If test succeeds) 



Production Design 

Abandoned Future 
Kid’s playroom + deserted area 



His Room 



On His Journey - 
The obstacles 



Story Breakdown 





Story begins with a shot of a person’s feet. 
Water flows in along with glass marbles. And more marbles.  

And more marbles that look like planet. 





We see him kneeling down in front of a telescope.  
The room is scattered with old space toys and maps. 

TV shows footage of a meteorite falling across the sky . 

Water is dripping down from the eye piece.





Outside the window, there are several surveillance cameras looking at him. 
He looks through the telescope and sees it filling up with water. 

Then we sink down to another space -





He is transferred to an abandoned space. 
He leans against a huge rock. There are surveillance cameras planted on the rock. 

He wears a fish tank on his head and a clear plastic coverall, faking a astronaut. 

Morefatters are sitting on chairs. Everyone is wearing the same uniform.  
Each of them holds a camera in their hands. 
Then they point the camera at their head. 





The man runs towards where the meteorite is. Morefatters go on the journey with him. 
There are security cameras on the trees, on the ground and on the hills. 

They are everywhere.  

He stares deadly into a security camera and yells at it.





He finally gets to an open space. There is water pit. 
In the middle, there is a piece of meteorite. Smoke and red light surrounds it.  

Two surveillance cameras lie next to it. 

He goes to the middle and hugs the meteorite.





We go back to his room. It is empty with marbles, toys and maps on the ground. 
The telescope is still dripping water.





We cut back to the center of the water pit.  
The man is no longer there. An old rocket toy lies next to the meteorite 

Morefatters surround the pit and pour water and marbles in.



Color Palette

Exterior

Interior
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